Dear Dr Shiva Shirazian,

Congratulations on having your work accepted for either FREEStage, Topic Related Presentation or an ePoster for ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019!

Development, implementation, and assessment of “dentist-patient communication skills” course for general dentistry students, in Tehran University of Medical Sciences

ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019 is again using the highly interactive approach to the poster sessions, based around the use of the Learning Toolbox ePoster platform.

You will not need to create, print or transport a paper poster to ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019. Instead you will use Learning Toolbox to create a rich, interactive ePoster providing an overview of your work. This will then be presented and discussed during ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019.

FREEStage and Topic Related presenters should also use this platform to upload your material.

The first thing that you need to do is to follow the steps below to set-up your Learning Toolbox author account.

CLICK ON THIS INVITE LINK:  https://api.ltb.io/show/i+BADPL AND THEN

Login with your Learning Toolbox account (if you already have one)
OR
Login with any of the listed social media accounts
OR
Create your own Learning Toolbox account. Click on "I don't have a Learning Toolbox account" and follow the instructions. You will be sent a validation email within a few minutes (check your spam or junk folder if you do not receive it)

We will send a separate email to you very soon including details of how the ePosters will work at ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019 and the support available to help you get started.

We hope you enjoy creating your ePoster and we look forward to meeting you at ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019.

Best wishes,

The ADEE Annual Scientific Meeting, Berlin 2019 ePoster Team

Useful links to remember:

http://support.ltb.io/faq-adee/ - Help and support pages
https://my.ltb.io/ - Learning Toolbox editor - where you will make your ePoster
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